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So, Putin is convincing Kim to denuclearize... and just a
week after the Mueller report drops publicly? 
 
Who ever could have guessed? 
 
<thread> �

0:00

Putin owns Kim. 

Putin gives Kim nuclear capabilities. 

Putin gives Kim ICBM technology. 

random facts girl.
@soychicka

Remember hearing about how Putin forgives debt to turn foreign 
leaders into his lapdogs?bloomberg.com/view/articles/…

247 11:04 PM - Sep 26, 2017

205 people are talking about this

Trump useful to Putin: Putin winds up Kim to start crisis, Trump try to take credit for

'fixing' NK. 
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Replying to @TrueFactsStated
You haven't noticed that every time REAL trouble pops up for 
DJT, NK fires another missile? 
 
Vlad has already been driving Kim.

1 4:18 PM - Jul 31, 2017

See random facts girl.'s other Tweets

I mean, Trump has a call with Putin just before every time Kim launched a new

weapon? 
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Replying to @soychicka
Here are the calls and meetings we know about with Putin. 
 
One -  the day after a call with Putin, NK missiles launched. 
 
Next month,  the day before Comey's Sen Judiciary testimony, 4 
days before Rosenstein directed to write Comey 
memo.nytimes.com/interactive/20…

38 4:47 PM - Feb 18, 2019

16 people are talking about this

Then taking Putin's word on NK over the US intel community? 
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More interesting info from the McCabe interview: check this 
timeline. 
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AFTER the NK missile launches, the first of which was April 4, 
2017, 'I don't care, I believe Putin', the convo below drops. 
 
So when could Trump have spoken about this to Putin?

48 4:47 PM - Feb 18, 2019
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Y'all do realize that the reason Kim reached out is because 
bestie Vladik told him to?   
 
Vladik sees the writing on the wall, indictments and all, and this 
is his last chance to attempt to play the hero card in ending the 
NK threat he started.

58 3:54 PM - Mar 9, 2018

25 people are talking about this
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Replying to @soychicka
Talks?  All he had to do to kill off the NK nuclear threat was to 
stop providing the engines. 
 
And in his interview with @megynkelly, blaming it on a US 
company or someone on the campaign: clearly a ref. to Erik 
Prince - his Prince Group COO was on the Trump foreign policy 
team.

15 3:54 PM - Mar 9, 2018

See random facts girl.'s other Tweets

Putin and Agalarov know, so they just taunt Trump - getting him good, one might

say. 
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Replying to @page88
Why do you think they showed Kim laughing in that new Emin 
Agalarov video?youtube.com/watch?v=8cs4tK…

10 9:10 PM - Jun 27, 2018
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See random facts girl.'s other Tweets

But once everything started breaking about Trump for real, Putin understood that it

was time to shift to playing NK solely to his own advantage - that's the reason the last

round of talks fell apart... and why activity ramped up again at launch sites...

And this... 
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Of course. 
 
The night before the Mueller Report drops. 
Distraction, escalation.  Putin sweeps in and saves the day?   
 
Kim didn't do this of his own volition.  Just another puppet.

Zeke Miller @ZekeJMiller
PYONGYANG, North Korea (AP) — North Korea test-fires a new 
tactical guided weapon. Kim Jong Un calls it an "event of very weighty 
significance."

133 11:15 PM - Apr 17, 2019
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And now we're to the point where Trump is entirely out of the picture. 

 

Vlad wants to improve his own image, so he's brokering the denuclearization of NK. 

 

Weak Trump couldn't get deal, "strong Putin" can. 

 

Kim Jong Un Willing To Denuclearize If Given Security Guarantees, Put…
The two leaders met Thursday to discuss denuclearization and sanctions. No major
agreements came out of the summit, but the two leaders said they were satisfied
with the talks.

https://www.npr.org/2019/04/25/717024974/kim-jong-un-willing-to-denuclearize-if-given…

Even though all he's really doing is cutting off the supply of equipment to Kim, he

frames it as if he's saving the world.

But Trump now knows that Putin has effectively burned him as an asset - even as a

useful idiot - and he's being left to the wind. 
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• • •

 

And THAT is why he's so scared. 

Well, that's one of the reasons, anyway.

And seriously, how was he so dumb to not realize that was what would eventually

happen in the first place anyway? 

 

OH, right.

0:00

And, of course, they're rubbing it in. 

 

CNN Politics
@CNNPolitics

North Korea presented the US with a $2 million bill for the 
hospital care of Otto Warmbier cnn.it/2XGJ185
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